

Operational Insight

Aize Integrity Elements
Our next generation inspection,
integrity and corrosion
management application.

Experience counts

Building on a solid foundation

As the original developers of Coabis we have built on over
30 years of inspection and integrity software knowledge,
across 40 customers and over 1500 assets, to integrate
some of the leading technologies, competencies, expertise
and applications into a completely scalable, interconnected
and future ready solution.

At the very heart of Integrity Elements lie our Foundation
Elements. The Foundation Elements represent the four
main disciplines or domains for inspection, integrity and
corrosion management.

This is Aize Integrity Elements
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With Aize Integrity Elements we have redesigned and
transformed the industry standard in integrity support
solutions through the development of configurable
applications or “elements” for individual integrity, inspection
and corrosion management requirements.
Deploying the solution will dynamically change the way in
which inspection programmes are executed and the overall
integrity of assets are managed today. Its modular design
means it is easily scalable and will enable you to improve
planning and inspection efforts, maximise opportunities
for optimisation and reduce operational cost. All this whilst
securing the safety of your people and the integrity of all
your assets - subsea, topside and onshore.
We realise that no two operations are identical and that
you need this agility and flexibility to make the most of your
existing investments.
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SURF Subsea Production System, Umbilicals, Risers
and Flowlines
Structural both fixed and floating
Mechanical Integrity topsides or onshore pressure
systems and equipment
Pipelines subsea and onshore

These individual foundation elements are be able to be
utilised individually or combined with potential to replace all
other systems with only one to provide a total Asset Integrity
Management (AIM) solution.

Future ready now
Today, key factors that differentiate companies within our
marketplace include how rapidly they can adopt and adapt
technology, improve, automate and sustain work processes,
eliminate waste, and increase operational agility through
data driven decisions. Therefore “future ready” to us in Aize
really means having an expressive capacity to create value
now and in the future with Integrity Elements.
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We therefore also offer a range of Expansion Elements
to further enhance the software and digital technology
support towards our customers - enabling you to augment
your own digital portfolio and strategies and to enhance
capability to embed data driven decisions and intelligence
across the complete integrity cycle.
< Share and Connect our API (Application Programming
Interface) suite connecting to existing enterprise or any
number of 3rd part systems and applications
< Operational Elements connecting people to
information and information to people; any device,
any locations
< Automation Elements immediately handle, manage
and analyse the data gathered from robotics (drones,
crawlers, autonomous vehicles)
< Analysis Elements quicker, more targeted, more
trusted decision making
< Insights advanced analytics and machine learning to
augment and improve decision making and insight

Connecting the technician

Integrity Elements is viewable on any computer and
handheld device, enabling field workers to not only quickly
locate equipment, information and data but directly access
immediate support when needed.
The overall aim is paperless inspection management, data
capture and transfer from mobile devices. With included
functionality as:
< Mobile workpack/task insight for the Inspector
< Real time and automatic data-input
< Generation of Inspection ISOs
< Add annotations; voice and digital mark-up
< Mobile camera/video logs from the Technician
< Connection to inspection equipment for immediate
data capture

Delivering actionable insights
Better data means better analysis, better analysis means
more opportunity for optimisation and efficiency gains. Our
goal has been to embed improved functionality throughout
our solution, driving down the volume of unnecessary data,
the requirement to move between applications and in turn
the effort required at each stage of the integrity cycle.
<
<
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Reduction in required system interfaces and data transfer
Reduction in reporting and integrity review; new
analytics and visualisation becomes the standard
Overall improved cycle time; ability to influence future
strategies and programs quickly and more effectively
Reduction in inspection requirements; results are
trusted, quickly confirmed and processed/actioned
Data liberation and associated analytics improve the
speed, quality and accuracy of current practices
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A complete digital twin of facility or field
With Integrity Elements we can give birth to the digital twin
through the integrity domain connecting the inspection,
integrity and related data directly into an existing or new 3D
model. We can also link seamlessly to any existing digital
twin or platform that you may have in place.
We can quickly build or connect to the 3D model or move
between other visualisation tools such as Laser Scans,
Photogrammetry models or other methods.
Our strength lies in not just being able to navigate the asset
digitally, moving seamlessly between various visualisation
tools, but to also link directly to all available inspection and
integrity data and information associated with individual
systems, equipment and components through the Integrity
Elements application
< Less travel eliminating non-essential offshore visits by
visiting the asset digitally
< Less specialist vendors inspection, integrity condition
and performance data is readily accessed, displayed
and analysed without need for local connection,
collection or interpretation
< Fewer resources removing unnecessary resources
by identifying and sequencing deployment (people,
equipment and materials) through advanced 4D
planning capabilities
< Less searching confidence in the available data and
supporting information through a single visual interface
– any source, any type, new or legacy
< Faster project execution enhance project team
deployments with planning simulations, workscope
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execution simulations and virtual induction; improved
workflow, engineer and technician familiarisation and
remove need to travel offshore for:
< Surveys and dimensional checking
< Inspection planning
< Access considerations
< Anomaly management
<

Closer collaboration bringing data and teams (on and
offshore) together through a single intelligent visual
environment available on mobile technology in turn
supporting cross-domain, divisional, geographic and
value chain collaboration
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Generating value
Reduce OPEX
< Cloud first and web first solution improves data
handling, storage, functionality and access, removing
on-premise and data hosting costs
< See areas of most spend/effort/resources quickly
< Ability to support budgets and decisions with trusted,
fact-based data
< Reduction in inspection requirements
< Productivity boost and in turn reduced cost; removing
unnecessary tasks and transfers of data both on and
offshore
< Reduction in required system interfaces and data
transfer; transition to a dynamic solution
Increase productivity and efficiency
< Improved user experience without need for expert
training to navigate and utilise
< Can link to and integrate seamlessly with other existing
applications and systems e.g. SAP, Maximo
< Interpret multiple data sources from a one place
< Access to trusted, current data within a central location
< Centralised, digitally enabled integrity/functional teams
formed in support of multiple facilities and fields
< Improve own and workforce productivity; solutions are
completely mobile, particularly important offshore for
quick, accurate data entry

Aize
Put your industrial data to use
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Quick, dynamic discussions with management team; no
paper reports
< Compress workload, allowing value adding activity
< Quickly view performance dashboards and overall
reporting
Integration and scalability
< You only pay for the functionality you need to suit your
technical and business requirements
< You can easily add functionality and features to keep
pace with your own digitalisation and modernisation
programmes
< We can connect to existing systems and applications to
exploit your investments
< Modern technology stack allows us to connect to any
hardware or device
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